Samples
Stay Cool in Summer wearing —Pantaloons makes White Regular Fit T-Shirt made with
lightweight cotton material and alluring front print
Cotton wear is the first preference to counter a hot summer day and in that perspective, this White
Regular Fit T-Shirt is an incredible choice on a casual day. The Pantaloons branded T-Shirt exceeds
your expectations given its decent crew neck and apt fitting. Provided an eye-catchy print pattern, this
T-Shirt not only comforts you in summer but also graces your presence with its white shade. Get a
dark colored lower to complement your top, like a green casual cotton pant, and you are up to beat
the heat. What’s more—the price is as frivolous as the T-Shirt.
(120 words)
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Best formal shirt in your wardrobe – Black Slim Fit Solid T-Shirt to appear elegant on
business Meetings and Professional Demands
Spell elegance your way in this Black Slim Fit Solid T-Shirt and register a remarkable presence,
whether it is a normal day in office or a significant business presentation. Designed with a perfect mix
of Lycra and cotton, the Pantaloons branded formal shirt inches ahead in terms of quality. Its regular
collar and regular cuff become the most noteworthy aspects as they soberly touch up your personality.
Get a light shaded trouser to suitably accompany the fabulous full-sleeved formalwear attire and your
wardrobe is set to allure your audience.
(110 words)
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Be the Multidimensional Professional in Navy Slim Fit Solid Shirt and Woo your Audience
with its Perfect Fitting and Lavish Look
An outstanding formal wardrobe puts you ahead of all others and this Navy Slim Fit Solid Shirt does
just that. Rightly emphasizing Pantaloons brand recognition, this formalwear shirt has numerous
highlighting attributes. While its regular collar aptly symbolizes your individuality, the Cotton Lycra
blended material ascertains your comfort level. Navy Slim Fit Solid Shirt is a great combination of
look, feel and elegance for which you pay only once but reap rewards for many years.
(100 words)
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
White Slim Fit Solid Shirt Graces your Appearance on any Occasion with its Cool Look and
Somber Presentation
Soberness exhibited in this White Slim Fit Solid Shirt is an incredible compliment to your manliness.
Gentleness gets explicitly highlighted in white and that is something you highly deserve. Made out of
Cotton-Lycra, the incredibly collared shirt is an object of every man’s desire and so is a must have in
your formals collection. Pants in dark shades or black hues best underline the shirt’s feel. Amongst the
many attributes this Pantaloons presentation has to rejoice, low cost is certainly worth mention.
(100 words)

